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i'm a bit late to the party, but i thought i'd finally share my entry. i was playing along with the theme, but i didn't read the clues until the last page. i was thinking of bauddha but as he was coming up, i thought of dr. evolution. i couldn't believe my luck when i saw the word. i thought this was going to be a tough one for me and i was kinda bummed to see the
entry posted at 12:34am. i'm sure someone else will have their version in a couple of days, but i wanted to at least make an attempt at it. nas: i just wanna know what it is that makes a tune, y'know? what makes a tune.. is it the instrumentation? is it the way a record is cut?. i was just taking a look at the track, and i started wondering, is this going to sound like a

remix or the original? and i said, well, if it sounds like a remix to you, then pharoahe monch is definitely a threat. so i put the main verses together and i gave it to him, and he kind of made a song out of it. he made it sound like a record. he made it sound like a mix, and what pharoahe is doing, he's just making this beat. he's not overplaying, he's not messing
with the record. pharoahe monch is just playing it straight. he's making the beat sound really nice. he's not overplaying the piano, he's not overplaying the drum machine. he's just playing the record straight. and that's what i wanna do. i wanna play the record straight, and make the whole record sound like a record. and that's what i did on the track. lupe fiasco:
puff created that record, he came to me and said, lupe, i wanna show you something, and i take it back home and he played it for me and said, yo, this is my best record, this is my best record. i was like, alright, cool. i was like, can you play me some instrumentals? he said, no, i want you to hear this. i want you to hear this record. i want you to hear the record,

then i want you to put your verses on it. and i said, thats dope. thats cool. so he sends it back to me, and i go, oh, this is just dope.
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Watch this video on YouTube Click to load video 9: Sicko Mode (Rich Homie Quan, featuring Nicki Minaj and Tory Lanez) In a career where he has seemingly had no trouble sustaining the quality of his effort-to-awareness ratio, Rich Homie Quan can still light up a track with his impeccable wordplay. On the track, the Philadelphia rapper is joined by Nicki Minaj and
Tory Lanez. Tory makes his way to the fore front for a blistering verse which is made even better by the women verses provided by Minaj. Since the theme is 'early each day one or more artists were polled for the POINGFUNAT ranking, this category was even more difficult than usual. This is a very-cleverly laid out puzzle with some surprises (totally not-surprising:

WINNING SKILLS) and great wordplay (hints in the drop, but TONER in all caps.)I personally believe that JESSICA did a very good job in choosing her clues. I love the song overused in puzzle crosswords. It's almost like a theme: High-Energy Rap Music.3+ le8N kind of stuff on all in TACD, no PAVE UP. I like that. Not seen one of those on a NYT lately. I didn't see
RONALD as the GREAT LEADER. I have to reserve judgement. We'll see. Now, I find myself liking raclette.Solutions as usual:(1) JESSICAs hard puzzle solving grew, so did her boatload of theme answers:(0) Ronald Reagan (8) Piz Diz (9) Stewie (10) Manny (15) JCPenney (16) nachos (18) jerky (22) mother lode (24) ACT (25) PIZ DEB (26) cheddar (27) JESSICA (31)

croque monsieur (35) mcmuffin (42) macaroon (45) MAGIC (46) ooey gooey (48) PAVE (51) LEADERS (53) OOZING (57) PSYCHIC (59) ZEST(2) We didn't quite have the missing team names but we did have the leaderboard with 3+ teams:(1) H2OiWIN (3) DEEP SIX (4) POINGFUNAT (5) TEAM ELIGA (6) ENERGY (7) MUNCHIES (8) MUNCHIES (9) MUNCHIES (10)
H2OiWIN(3) I'm sure that's how I'll solve it for the "senior" NYT. Three teams.(4) Nice clue in the puzzle's penultimate row, "That's just what they say when you're winning. In reality, they say:"(7) MUNCHIES (8) MUNCHIES (9) MUNCHIES (10) H2OiWIN(5) 1. Win the flip over to the puzzle. 2. Pass 3. Buy the app 3. Save 4. Start 5. EnJoy 6. Enjoy 7. Tweet 8. Tweet 9.

Tweet 10. Tweet(6) 2. Win the flip over to the puzzle. 3. Pass 4. Buy the app 5. Start 6. EnJoy 7. Enjoy 8. Enjoy 9. Enjoy 10. Enjoy(8) 2. 5ec8ef588b
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